THE RIGHT COTTON.

THE RIGHT PLACE.

THE RIGHT TIME.

WHAT IS EFS®-USCROP™ SOFTWARE?

A software program designed to find the right cotton for your needs
WHERE IS YOUR COTTON?
USCROP™ software can help you find it.

HOW DOES IT WORK?
USCROP™ software can answer questions like:

- What does the new crop look like? Challenges arise for mills as they move from one crop year to another.
- Where's the cotton? Where is a specific range of cotton quality concentrated?
- How do crop years compare? Compare data from the 2000 crop year to the present.

HOW YOU BENEFIT
• Find the cotton you need
• Research up-to-date crop data
• Make better purchases

THE SEARCH IS EASY
Using USCROP™ software is an easy three-step process:

1. You filter by state or classing office
2. Set your date and property filters
3. Choose a report and click the process data button

ANALYZE THE RESULTS
As part of our available management tools, utilize USCROP™ software to:

- Look at your data as a histogram for better efficiency
- Compare and export your data to Excel with ease
- Create histograms and frequency reports
U.S. COTTON EXCELS

IN TRACEABILITY
You choose U.S. Cotton for its traceability from the gin

IN TRANSPARENCY
100% classed cotton gives you cotton quality you can depend on

IN EFFICIENCY
Pulling your cotton into the EFS® system assures your best product is being made, optimizing your cotton purchases
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